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Invitation to Number Theory (New Mathematical Library)Mathematical Association of America, 1969
This book is one of a series written by professional mathematicians in order to make some important mathematical ideas interesting and understandable to a large audience of high school students and laymen. Most of the volumes in the New Mathematical Library cover topics not usually included in the high school curriculum; they vary in difficulty,...

		

Rtl CookbookBobbs-Merrill Co, 1969

	
		This book will help the electronics experimenter understand and use the low-cost digital integrated circuits now available for practical, everyday electronics projects. The material presented attempts to shatter the myth that digital IC's are too expensive, too complex, or too awesome to...



		

Compiling TechniquesElsevier Limited, 1969
The name compiler has been given to a computer program which will accept as data a program in a problem-oriented language, such as Algol or Fortran, and produce as output a computer-oriented code which, after possibly some further processing by an assembler or loader, will be capable of being obeyed by a computer and produce results equivalent to...





		

20,000 Leagues under the Sea: Complete and UnabridgedSignet, 1969
Founded in 1906 by J.M. Dent, the Everyman Library has   always tried to make the best books ever written available to the   greatest number of people at the lowest possible price. Unique editorial   features that help Everyman Paperback Classics stand out from the crowd   include: a leading scholar or literary critic's introduction to the text,...

		

Calculus, Vol. 2: Multi-Variable Calculus and Linear Algebra with Applications to Differential Equations and ProbabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 1969

	Volume I presents one-variable calculus with an introduction to linear algebra and volume II presents multi-variable calculus and linear algebra, with applications to differential equations and probability
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The Art of Computer Programming. Vol 1: Fundamental Algorithms. 2nd Printing.Addison Wesley, 1969
 Fundamental Algorithms begins with mathematical preliminaries. The first section offers a good grounding in a variety of useful mathematical tools: proof techniques, combinatorics, and elementary number theory. Knuth then details the MIX processor, a virtual machine architecture that serves as the programming target for subsequent...
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